Objective: The Enriched Semantic Network (ESN) was introduced as an extension of the UMLS Semantic Network (SN). Its multiple subsumption will change the ESN's relationship structure and semantic type assignments. A technique for deriving the relationship structure for ESN's semantic types and an automated technique for deriving the ESN's semantic type assignments from that of the SN are presented.
Introduction
The Unified Medical Language System's (UMLS's) Metathesaurus (META) is a concept repository containing over million biomedical concepts from many source terminologies [1, 2, 3] . The Semantic Network (SN), a high-level unifying semantic structure for the META [4] , consists of 135 semantic types arranged in a hierarchy of two trees based on the IS-A (subsumption) relationship [5] . At present, each semantic type is restricted to having exactly one parent [6] . The roots,
Event
1 and Entity, do not have any parent. This arrangement is restrictive in modeling medical knowledge because it does not allow a given semantic type to be a specialization of more than one other semantic type. In [7] , a study was conducted to evaluate how well the UMLS could support clinical information systems at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center as compared to the local Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) [8, 9] . A recommendation resulting from this study was that multiple parents be permitted in the SN. In previous work [10] , we have addressed this issue by extending the SN (of the 2002AB release) into the Enriched Semantic Network (ESN), whose key characteristic is an IS-A hierarchy permitting multiple parents for a single semantic type.
The IS-A links of the SN are the means by which semantic relationships are inherited by more specific semantic types from more general semantic types. As the ESN has additional IS-A links, new inheritance paths were created. In [10] , we concentrated on the configuration of the ESN's IS-A hierarchy and did not investigate these inheritance issues. They form a central part of this paper. Specifically, a technique to derive the complete set of semantic relationships (what we call relationship structure) of each of the ESN's semantic types is presented. This includes the semantic relationships introduced at each semantic type and the semantic relationships inherited by each.
1 Semantic types will be written in a bold font, except in tables and figures.
In the SN, two mechanisms exist for interrupting the inheritance of semantic relationships.
Thus, inheritance is not a reasoning mechanism that has universal validity in the sense of logic.
Rather, a human auditor needs to verify whether an inherited semantic relationship is valid at a semantic type, and if it is not (a rare occasion), it needs to be manually blocked. All newly inherited semantic relationships were audited for semantic validity, and those deemed invalid were excluded from the ESN. We report on the numbers of inherited relationships as well as cases of blocked inheritance.
Every concept in the META has been assigned one or more semantic types of the SN. To complete the picture of the ESN, we must carry out such semantic type assignments with respect to each concept. We present a mapping (and accompanying algorithm) through which the semantic type assignments of the ESN are derived automatically from those of the SN. The mapping is complicated by the ESN's new IS-A links and the need to comply with the principle that each concept be assigned the lowest (most specialized) possible semantic type in the IS-A hierarchy [11] . An assignment that violates this principle (i.e., an assignment of an ancestor semantic type to a concept when there already exists an assignment of a descendant semantic type to that concept) is referred to as a "redundant categorization" [12] . Our algorithm guarantees that no redundant categorizations currently existing in the SN are transferred to the ESN and no new redundant categorizations are introduced due to the ESN's expanded IS-A configuration. We report on the number of potential redundant categorizations avoided by our algorithm.
Finally, one of the most popular uses of the UMLS involves free-text searches in concepts that map to terms in a particular terminology. The SN can facilitate such searches via filtering based on semantic types. However, filtering term look-ups with respect to the SN can be incomplete due to the single parent restriction. We discuss the improvement afforded by the complete ESN to such filtering.
Background
Our Enriched Semantic Network (ESN) [10] based on the original SN allows a given semantic type to have more than one parent. Thus, the ESN exhibits a directed acyclic graph (DAG) hierarchy, in contrast to the SN's two-tree-structured hierarchy. Note that a tree is a specialized form of a DAG.
The ESN also contains some additional semantic types included to support the new multiple subsumption framework. Overall, the ESN contains 139 semantic types and 150 IS-A links. Figure 1 shows part of the Entity hierarchy of the ESN. To emphasize the changes from the original SN, we use dashed arrows to denote new IS-A links and dashed rectangles to denote new semantic types.
Thin dashed rectangles denote semantic types that originally were in the SN's Event tree.
As in the SN, semantic types of the ESN are also connected by semantic (non-IS-A) relationships of 53 different kinds. Such relationships can be directly introduced at a semantic type or inherited. When a relationship is defined at a semantic type but not at its parent, we call the semantic type an introduction point of the relationship. All the descendants of an introduction point inherit this introduced relationship, unless the inheritance is explicitly blocked. There are two mechanisms for blocking inheritance in the SN. The first mechanism, called "blocking," nullifies the definition of an inherited relationship. The second mechanism allows a newly introduced relationship to be designated as "defined but not inherited (DNI)." This means that the relationship is not inherited by any of the children (and thus descendants) of the semantic type that is introducing We call the entire set of semantic relationships exhibited by a semantic type-including those inherited and those introduced-its "relationship structure." The relationship structures of the semantic types have played a major role in the analysis of a partition of the SN [13] . The relationship structure of a given semantic type in the ESN may in general differ from that of the same type in the SN. This is a result of the fact that in the ESN a semantic type can have more than one parent and inherit relationships independently from each-a situation referred to as "multiple inheritance." The ESN was designed so that all semantic types should at least preserve their original relationship structures from the SN. That is, the relationship structure of a semantic type in the ESN can either be equal to or be a superset of the relationship structure of the same semantic type in the SN. It will be noted though that introduction points for relationships may have changed.
The SN is designed to serve as a high-level unifying semantic structure for the underlying META [4] , with each concept being assigned one or more semantic types. As noted, any assignment should be the lowest possible semantic type in the IS-A hierarchy [11] . Assignments of higher semantic types to a concept can be inferred via the IS-A links. In previous work [12, 14] , we have found many situations in the UMLS where a concept was assigned both a descendant semantic type and its ancestor type simultaneously. Such a situation, which we refer to as a "redundant categorization," must be avoided in the ESN's concept configuration. Our mapping ensures that the ESN is free of any redundant categorizations.
Issues of single inheritance versus multiple inheritance have been studied in different subfields of computer science, such as object-oriented programming languages and knowledge representation. For example, C++ [15] supports full-fledged multiple inheritance, while Java [16] allows only one parent for each class. Knowledge representation systems [17] , if they support a taxonomy at all, typically prefer the expressive power achieved by multiple inheritance and are willing to pay the price of much more complicated implementations.
In [18] the authors define their own set of five desiderata for the Semantic Network and show that the failure of the current UMLS in certain reasoning situations is due to the fact that their desiderata are ignored. However, fulfilling their desiderata would require a serious reorganization of the current SN.
In [19] Burgun and Bodenreider analyzed the relationship between the UMLS Semantic Network and two other widely known terminologies, the Upper CYC Ontology (UCO) and WordNet.
Like in [18] , the authors show that structural inaccuracies may and will lead to reasoning mistakes.
For example, WordNet misclassifies Fever as a Psychological Feature. In our research we have added IS-A relationships and semantic types to the SN, resulting in the ESN. While our approach was structurally motivated, [20] presents a proposed extension of the SN that is topically motivated. There, the authors add six new semantic types and sixteen new semantic relations to the SN, with the purpose of better capturing the genomic environment.
Methods

Derivation of Semantic Types' Relationship Structures
In the original SN, there are 6,977 semantic relationship occurrences of the 53 different kinds. There are 422 introduced relationships in the SN and in total ¾¾ inherited relationships. There are only 27 DNI relationships (about 6% of the introduced relationships) and ten "blocking" relationships.
The relationships appearing in the ESN are derived from those of the SN according to the following two rules and review step. Process) in the ESN waiting to be reviewed by our domain expert in the Review
Step. For this relationship, it is deemed valid according to the expert's review. Therefore, the ESN will truly have a relationship result of (Gene or Genome, Mental Process).
Rule 2 implies that a semantic type with multiple parents might have more relationships in the ESN than in the SN, because it could inherit new relationships from its new parents. The same is true for its descendants.
Deriving MRSTYE from MRSTY for the ESN
To complete the ESN, all of the META's concepts must be assigned one or more of the ESN's semantic types. The UMLS's set of such assignments is in the distribution file MRSTY. Similary, we will generate the file MRSTYE, holding all semantic type assignments for the ESN.
The simplest way to generate the ESN's semantic type assignments is to use those of the SN.
That is, if a concept in META was assigned a set of semantic types T ½ , T ¾ , . . . , T Ñ in the SN, then in the ESN, the concept will also be assigned these same types. This mapping will possibly yield two kinds of redundant categorizations in the ESN. In the first case, an already existing redundant categorization is copied over to the ESN. In the second case, a new redundant categorization arises as a result of a semantic type having more parents than it did before. Our mapping deals with these situations in order to prevent introducing any redundant categorizations in the ESN. For the latter case, we must check each pair of semantic types having a new IS-A path between them in the ESN. If such a new IS-A path has the potential for introducing new redundant categorizations, then this must be accounted for in the mapping.
For example, besides the current parent Conceptual Entity, Organism Attribute has a new parent Physiologic Function in the ESN (see Figure 1 ). Among the 2,381 concepts assigned Organism Attribute, 14 concepts are also assigned simultaneously Physiologic Function (see Table 1 ). Since Physiologic Function is now a parent of Organism Attribute in the ESN, the assignments of Physiologic Function to the 14 concepts would be redundant categorizations if they were carried over to the ESN. Therefore, our mapping will eliminate these 14 assignments.
We now define the mapping as follows. If a concept was assigned the semantic types T ½ , T ¾ , . . . , T Ñ in the SN, the assignments for concept follow these three rules. We note that the four new semantic types of the ESN should each be assigned at least the corresponding concept, of the same name, suggested in [21, 22] . (These new concepts are now included in the UMLS. Furthermore, a domain expert should review the concepts assigned the parents and children of each of the four new semantic types to check whether any of the concepts should be instead assigned one of these four semantic types.
The application of the three mapping rules involves the use of algorithms that detect all existing or potential redundant categorizations. For Rule 2, the algorithm in [12] (here referred to as "DetectRedundantCatgs") is used to scan through all the SN's semantic types assignments (as supplied in MRSTY) and mark those it determines to be redundant categorizations. Subsequently, these marked assignments are not introduced with respect to the ESN. Note that the mapping handles a redundant categorization such that the assignment of the parent (or ancestor) to a concept will always be the one excluded from the ESN. But it is possible that in the original SN, the assignment of the parent (or ancestor) to a concept is actually correct while the assignment of the child to the concept is wrong. Then, the assignment of the parent should be preserved in the ESN while the assignment of the child should be excluded. If such a case is found by a human expert and corrected in the original SN, our algorithms can be re-run after the correction to guarantee that the concept is assigned the correct type in the ESN.
RESULTS
ESN Relationship Structures
Our study is based on the UMLS 2002AB release. By applying the two rules and the Review Step Function has a process of relationship to Organism that might be inherited by Organism Attribute in the ESN. After being reviewed by our domain expert, process of (Organism Attribute, Organism) is deemed invalid and is excluded ("blocked") in the ESN. Table 3 is Pathologic Function. The other five targets of these degree of relationships are descendants of Pathologic Function in the SN. It is sufficient to block the invalid relationship, degree of (Injury or Poisoning, Pathologic Function), to make sure the degree of from Injury or Poisoning is not inherited to any of the descendants of Pathologic Function.
The situation for the invalid manifestation of relationships of Injury or Poisoning is similar .
The first two such relationships in Table 3 are to Pathologic Function and Physiologic Function.
The rest twelve manifestation of relationships in Table 3 are to semantic types which are descendants of either Pathologic Function or Physiologic Function. Hence, it is sufficient to block only Table 3 .
Similarly, to block the 40 invalid relationships for Organism Attribute (see Table 2 ), we need just to block four relationships since the targets of all other invalid relationships are descendants of one of the targets of these four blocked relationships. The 40 invalid relationships of Clinical Attribute have the same names and targets as those of the invalid relationships of Organism Attribute, its parent. Hence, the blocking of the invalid relationships of Organism Attribute prevents the inheritance of all these invalid relationships. Therefore, only seven explicit blockings are needed to avoid the inheritance of the 100 invalid relationships of There are 7,297 relationships (including both introduced and inherited relationships) in the ESN vs. 6,977 in the SN. Among the 139 semantic types in the ESN, 123 have the same relationship structure as in the SN, and 16 have different relationship structure. Among them, four are new semantic types, and the other twelve are semantic types having newly inherited relationships. Table 5 shows these 16 semantic types and their numbers of relationships in the SN and ESN.
As an example for semantic types having newly inherited relationships, Vitamin has 86 semantic relationships in the SN as opposed to 109 semantic relationships in the ESN. 
Semantic Type Assignments in the ESN
The mapping described in Section 3.2 did not allow any of the 5,653 existing redundant categorizations to appear in MRSTYE as semantic type assignments with respect to the ESN. For example, Enzyme has the old parent Biologically Active Substance in the ESN. Among the 19,226 concepts assigned Enzyme, 54 were also assigned Biologically Active Substance. Therefore, the assignments of Biologically Active Substance to the 54 concepts would be redundant categoriza-tions in the ESN because they can be inferred by the assignments of Enzyme. Organic Chemical, the parent of Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein, was assigned to 88 concepts among the 19,226 concepts. 3 The new IS-A relationship would have made these assignments redundant categorizations if the mapping did not prevent the assignments of the new parent and ancestor. Table 6 shows all the potential new redundant categorizations prevented by the mapping.
Column 2 shows the number of concepts in the child semantic type. Column 3 shows the new parent(s) (or ancestors) of the child semantic type, the assignments of which would become redundant categorizations. Column 4 contains the number of prevented redundant categorizations with respect to the different new parents or ancestors. Another example is Vitamin, which has two new parents in the ESN (see Figure 1 ): Organic Chemical and Pharmacologic Substance. Among the 1,208 concepts assigned Vitamin, 644
were also assigned Organic Chemical, and 948 were also assigned Pharmacologic Substance.
The mapping also prevented these potential redundant categorizations.
In total, the mapping avoids the generation of 26,950 ( ¿ · ¾ ½ ¾ ) redundant categorizations in the construction of MRSTYE.
Discussion
The ESN has 12% more IS-As than the SN: 150 vs. 133. In contrast, the increase in the number of Obviously maintenance of the multiple subsumption hierarchy of the ESN is more complex than that of the 2-tree hierarchy of the SN. However, knowledge representation techniques improved from the time the UMLS was initiated, and this maintenance can be handled properly. In our view, the more accurate model of the ESN, including the extra relationships and removed assignments discussed in this paper clearly outweighs the enhanced programming needed to handle multiple subsumption.
To some extent, the study of the validity of the new relationships inherited due to the new IS-As is serving as an evaluation of the ESN. The fact that about 25% of the newly inherited relationships are found invalid is alarming at the first glance. The need to block 100 out of the 414 newly inherited relationships brings one first to doubt the validity of the whole enhancement of the SN, as manifested by the ESN.
However, as we showed in Section 4.1, all these 100 invalid relationships are blocked by just However, it is just our recommendation. It is up to the NLM to make an authoritative decision which of the new IS-As should be added to the SN. There is an option of not adding the above two IS-As, but utilize our research in individually introducing these 196 new relationships at proper semantic types. As a matter of fact, the 52 new valid relationships at Clinical Attribute will be inherited from Organism Attribute, therefore, only 144 new relationships need to be introduced individually. In this way, no new blocking will be added to the ESN. However, adding 144 newly introduced relationships to the current 422 such relationships in the SN, about a third, also has a price. The introduced relationships require actual setting in the UMLS structure while all other relationships are automatically inherited. It is up to the NLM to make a choice between the options and their trade-offs.
We realize that even without the new IS-As, one could have introduced in the SN the newly inherited relationships at the proper semantic types, since in the SN they are not inherited. To be more specific, if a semantic type A lacks an IS-A to another type B, one could have duplicated at A those semantic relationships defined at B, since they would not be inherited. If such steps had been taken, then the new IS-As of the ESN would not imply much of a difference between the relationship structure of the corresponding semantic types of the ESN and the SN.
Our observation in Section 4.1 is that only three such duplicate relationship introductions appear in the SN; they involve the relationship result of at Organism Attribute and Clinical Attribute and part of at Anatomical Structure. In the ESN, these three relationships were obtained by the respective types via inheritance rather than explicit introduction. On the other hand, the 314 new relationships that appear in the ESN were not defined previously at the proper semantic types in the SN.
A similar issue can be raised regarding the assignment of semantic types to concepts. If, as before, an IS-A from A to B is lacking, one could have assigned B to all the concepts to which A was assigned. In this way, each such concept would be both assigned A and B, even though A IS-A B is not modeled. We actually see such a phenomenon in the assignment of Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein to 18,941 concepts among the 19,226 concepts assigned Enzyme. Similarly, we see the assignment of Pharmacologic Substance and Organic Chemical to most of the vitamins. See Table 6 for more details. Thus, the redundant categorizations that are (potentially) caused by the addition of an IS-A to the SN exactly expose accurate modeling of the knowledge in the SN, where the IS-A did not originally appear. As we see in Table 6 , this phenomenon can be found in a few of the cases, but it does not seem to be a widespread phenomenon existing for all missing IS-As.
In summary, judging from our studies of the impact, of adding IS-As to the SN, on the semantic types' relationship structures and the semantic types assignments, we cannot identify a general phenomenon in the design of the UMLS that compensates for the lack of multiple parents.
Nevertheless, we see some cases of such a compensation in the assignments of types to concepts. However, the missing concepts are obtained when using the ESN for the filtering, instead.
Another application of our research involves naming of unnamed relationships in the META, following the newly inherited relationships in the ESN. In the UMLS, ideally the relationships in the META correspond to the relationships in the SN [23] . That is, a non-hierarchical relationship from a concept assigned a semantic type A to another concept assigned a semantic type B should ideally correspond to an SN relationship from A to B. This desired correspondence is used in [23] to infer validation or rejection of inter-concept relationships in the META by comparison to the corresponding SN relationships between semantic types.
Many relationships in the META are either unnamed or named "other". In some cases, such relationships do not fit, in their semantics, an existing corresponding relationship in the SN, but do fit a corresponding relationship added to the ESN. For example, the relationship occurs in was added, according to the analysis in this paper, to the ESN from Organism Attribute to Temporal Concept. As a matter of fact, there are quite a few unnamed relationships in the META from a concept assigned Organism Attribute to a concept assigned Temporal Concept, the semantics of which fit the relationship occurs in. For example, the relationship from BIOLOGICAL IMMA-
Conclusions
The semantic relationship structures in the ESN are more complex than that of the SN due to the new multiple-parent IS-A hierarchy. In the ESN, relationships can be inherited from more than one source. In this paper, we presented a technique for deriving the relationship structures of the ESN's semantic types from those of the SN. The technique sought to preserve relationship introductions and existing relationship inheritance. All the newly inherited relationships were audited for semantic validity. Based on the audit step in our technique, we obtained the complete set of the ESN's relationship structures.
The entire set of assignments of semantic types to concepts in the ESN was derived automatically according to three rules. The process ensured that a concept is only assigned the most appropriate specialized semantic types. In this way, redundant categorizations were avoided completely, unlike in the original SN.
The resulting complete ESN contains 139 semantic types, 150 IS-A links, and 7,303 semantic relationships. There are in total 1,013,876 semantic types assignments. Compared to the SN, the ESN serves as more accurate and refined unifying semantic abstraction of the META.
